
9. Quality Check (QC) of Shipping Product:  

9.1. MARS & in relation of third party logistic shall have right to inspect any 

packed shipment without prior notice to Seller to check the inside 

packaging material. After reached any shipping box at MARS transit 

center or MARS drop hub place, MARS may open the box in some 

specific cases for QC purpose as per seller confirmation for any 

sealed product case to case basis. If any dispute raised from 

customer end for such sealed product which not QC checked inside 

box due to sealed item, seller is solely responsible for any disputed 

issue (sealed / unsealed / QC Passed) raised by customer, 

settlement, or handing action / issues processed by government 

authorities.  

9.2. MARS shall not be responsible in any such cases or disputed issues, 

Seller agrees and acknowledged that seller shall release, indemnify, 

protect MARS from any such disputes or obligation or any contract in 

relation to this agreement or any imposed duties or taxes imposed by 

any government concern which shall applicable to seller for payment 

& resolution. 

9.3. In regards of FDS by FBM on OSI model, MARS will be responsible 

to count & QC of each product except the sealed product into its 

inside. On quality check disputed product will be return to Seller within 

30 days from the date of receive and shipping cost will be bear by 

seller. MARS shall only receive that product which QC passed.  

9.4. In a manner of unseen or any product missed the QC by QC team as 

human error, or any product yet not pass QC checked due to seal 

broken issue, if such product shipped to customer and arise any 

disputed issue, Seller is sole responsible of that disputed claim to 

resolve as guided in this agreement. MARS at its transit center is not 

responsible or not be questioned by seller about QC check activities. 

QC check is the part of support service for seller. Seller have to 



maintain its QC check before shipment at transit center and shall 

responsible of his own product status or occurrence.  

9.5. MARS shall not be responsible for any loss / damage, except if found 

the disputed issue by seller occurred by the MARS staff on handling 

the stock in transit center or MARS drop hub, MARS will refund the 

stock purchased net amount only to Seller as adjustment. MARS & in 

relation of third party logistic shall have right to inspect any packed 

shipment product without prior notice to Seller to check the inside 

packaging material. Seller agrees and acknowledged that seller shall 

release, indemnify, protect MARS from any such disputes or 

obligation or any contract in relation to this agreement or any imposed 

duties or taxes imposed by any government concern which shall 

applicable to seller for payment & resolution. 


